
The goat had eyes like a hawk, muscles like a moose, the face of an elk, a bow as thick 

as a grown sapling, and the iron scraps freshly looted from invaders not thirty minutes 

ago, yet still this nohorn had the audacity to question his aim. 

Gunnlaug, the archer in question, had been chosen to serve as a champion of his 

tribe. In doing so, he'd be sold for his weight in mythril to serve as an indentured 

servant, a slave soldier to complete a tenure for the civilized nations that raise armies to 

slaughter each other about two or three times a generation, pursuing worthless 

“ambitions.” After that, he would have his freedom, and all the notoriety that would 

come from a successful tour as a slave soldier. Supposedly, this was a respected position,

a mark of both loyalty and strength. His rewards of freedom and wealth would be what 

Gunnlaug needs to come into his own as a man, so his village elder had said.

However, humans will be humans. No sooner than Gunnlaug arrived in this port 

village had it been attacked, and his part in repelling the attack played down by the man 

who would buy him, offering little more than half the initial offer. Not only do others of 

his kind actively try and kill him and his kin, they look down on them for defending 

themselves. 

The look the archer and the nohorn shared was one of mutual condescension and 

lack of respect. Standing at six foot nine and form as clear cut and thick as the beasts 

he'd been compared to by the humans, he loomed over the nohorn. The tree-like horns 

that sprouted from beneath his elk-skull mask, from which he cast his sideways gaze out 

of with a one-eyed glare, accentuated his presence over the man. The man stood at a 

piddly five foot nine, and his build was clearly more of a slave broker than a warrior. 

Still, the nohorn believed himself to be high and mighty from down there, as if coin 

could avenge him, let alone save him should his tongue lead him where his feet couldn't 

flee from. 

A savant from Gunnlaug's tribe was sent along with him to silence his whining 



over how his best efforts at being a good hunter earned him nothing but exile to the land 

of nohorns. In addition, she was there to negotiate the deal with the humans and see it 

through. “Gunnlaug felled ten knights, I saw myself,” quickly and urgently spoke the 

short-horned witchling. “I will go get word from the warchief if you trust his word over 

mine.” 

“I want his numbers, not yours, doe,” replied the broker. “I will take his word.”

The savant cringed at the comment under her mop of straight black hair. She 

stepped back to Gunnlaug and whispered, “Don't say anything while I am not here.”

Easy enough, Gunnlaug thought, but did not reply.

With the easing of his eyebrows, the savant assumed he took the message to heart.

Hurriedly, she sprinted from the finely crafted human building to find her way into the 

log longhouse. Due to their close dealings with the leaders of the tribe and their desires 

for protection, humans took up residence in the center of town closest to the ports while 

her kind were made to reside south and a ways away from the ports.

Her kind would be tiefs. Horned folk who have an empty mind, many hornless 

humans would proudly answer. Their casual racism had always frustrated this young 

druid, so much so she resented their similarities. Tiefs were like humans in many ways, 

save for a pair of horns, stronger necks to support it, a wild range of shapes and sizes 

that they could come in, and a simple matter of thinking differently. It's no secret that 

most tiefs find social situations boggling, when dressed up in the pomp and 

circumstance of human life. Innuendo and hidden meanings would slip past them, the air

of a room as unreadable as encrypted ciphers as they make simple but grotesquely 

inappropriate comments. Unambitious but obsessive creatures of habit, they want for 

little more than stability and peace of mind. Of course humans would not understand 

them. Of course the initial division wouldn't be healed until many tiefs had a good mind 

to abandon their humanity and embrace the animals and beasts they were made out to 



be. Thus did humans sink from being humans to the tiefs, and fallen to becoming filthy 

nohorns.

Gunnlaug was one such tief. Though he could kill a stonebear with a felling axe, a

man with his hands, and thirteen knights with his bow, without his mask Gunnlaug feels 

vulnerable. Incomplete. Ashamed. The savant had heard that Gunnlaug had been 

wearing face covers ever since he first saw his reflection and decided he didn't like it. 

The elk skull was something he found as a child and spent weeks trying to figure out 

how to cut the bone and make it fit around his horns. He spent much time and effort to 

be less like the humans he is being sold to. But he was a good archer, and in the White 

Wood, hunting is for children. His skills and character better refined far from the snowy 

demense of home and in the crucible of a new, strange land.

Home for Gunnlaug and the savant witchling was the Birchwood. They were of 

the tribe Bess, but all called their kind the Birchmen. If not for the white barked trees 

upon the white snow, then for their pale complexion with either hair just as snow white 

or black as coal. They were black and white, and stood out much from the muddy brown

and gray of the port village of Gaol and its inhabitants. Of all the tief denizens of Oci, 

the cold island far to the south from the rest of the world, the Birchmen were the most 

enigmatic and reclusive of tribes, their exotic warriors fetching high offers. Offers made 

in black iron and white mythril. 

In but a moment from leaving the slave broker's house, the savant was passing a 

smithy. A long line of tiefs waited as each placed an order, metal in hand. A successful 

repelled invasion means looted iron for the fighters, and on Oci, iron was currency. The

soil was no good; there were no mines on Oci as it completely lacked ores of all kinds. 

There was no iron, gold, silver, not even copper or tin. All metals came from the human

lands, and of all the metals, tiefs found true value in iron and steel. And as time went 

on and age began to claim it, iron retained its value as rust. Druids powdered the rust 

into dust and spread it across farmlands and the wilderness to make the land fertile. 



Warriors sprinkled their food with it, claiming it makes them stronger. The savant had 

their doubts on if that was truly how to deal with iron deficiency. And if there was no 

care, the rust could be reforged.

For having no metals in its soil, tief blacksmiths saw much use. The warriors did 

not wear armor from their invaders, nor did they care for the swordsmanship techniques 

their oppressors trained so hard to die using. By the dozen, blacksmiths received orders 

to smelt down looted arms and armor and forge them anew to the commissioner's taste. 

Most grafted metal onto their weapons, with some having morphed a lowly hunting 

knife into five foot long machetes. As these additions happen with great periods of time 

between them, the designs end up quite haphazard and in between various ideas. The 

humble billhook was originally of tief design, for example. An accomplished warrior 

claimed enough iron to make multiple hulking weapons, which they used proudly. After 

a battle, warriors with opinions on how their weapon performed return to the Longhouse

with iron to spare, or to the blacksmith to reconsider their approach.

Another mere moment had passed and the savant had reached the longhouse. 

Orange light pierced the dark and dreary gray skies and brown mud of Gaol, a long fire 

stretching across its entire length, covered in spits roasting boars and deer and cauldrons 

hosting stews that never seem to run empty as hunters throw more bits and pieces in. 

From greater heights, meats dangled on hooks, bathed in smoke from the ever-burning 

fires. The smell of honey, meats, and imported spices and sauces was accented with the 

stench of incense, the preferred coping mechanism of savant underlings with free time to

deal with the stress of existence. 

In the longhouse, the victorious warriors reveled in their unenthused, merely 

satisfied way. They ate, drank, chuckled to themselves, and didn't very much speak to 

one another. If they could have had it their way, they all would be sitting in their own 

corner of the room. As it happens, the longhouse of Gaol comes with small temporary 

living spaces with beds and tables as booths along the walls, and many tiefs were here, 



having their wounds tended to by this village's own savants. While many had looks of 

pride of a battle proudly won, those were upon the young faces. This divine spark had 

long since ceased kindling the emotions of the veterans, their faces clearly forcing 

smiles. Though they found the will to live and kill on the battlefield, no mountain of 

bodies has ever produced a reason why. 

Frightened of these bloodsoaked savages she has to call kin, the pale savant 

slipped past the shambling crowds and toward the far end of the tables and fires. At the 

end of the main hall were two thrones. One throne was made of looted iron and steel 

weapons and armor dating back at least a century, the other a tree that had been cut and 

grafted in this shape. There, the warchief and druid sat. 

The druid, a small woman with black elk horns broken off shortly above her head,

was bandaging her self-inflicted wounds, her recently cleaned knife driven into the 

marred table before her. Under her poncho rests dozens of bandages and hundreds of 

scars. All druids are savants chosen by either the previous druid or their fellow savant 

peers, and are personally in charge of most of the day to day operations and dealing with

managing peole that do not want to be people. Their mutual taste for unhealthy coping 

mechanisms was always an ill omen for the young witchling.

The warchief, a mountain of muscle and blood with broad oxen horns sat in front 

of his two great machetes which he plants in the floor beside him. Shirtless, as most tiefs

warriors are, as to enjoy the brisk sobering cold upon their bodies. From the socket of 

his ox skull mask, the warchief had kept an eye on the witchling from the moment she 

walked into his hall.

It was hard to disturb their peace, but that the job of all savants and to-be druids. 

To stir action. The savant walked up to them, and bowed deeply.

“Your friend?” The warchief asked. Warchiefs are chosen for their wisdom among

warriors. 



“Y-yes,” stammered the young witchling. “T-the broker at Sylvester Company's 

establishment is giving us a hard time. Gunnlaug refuses to remove his mask and I've 

asked that to be respected during his service as part of the contract. And now, he 

downplays our contribution to-”

“Thirteen,” interrupted the warchief. “Struck nineteen, felled thirteen outright. We

have no archers. We prefer javelins and slings. It was a matter of counting arrows.” 

“You birchmen send away your best, or your worst?” Laughed the druid girl 

through winced teeth. “The smart move for that old coot would be to sell all the 

buffoons and let someone else lose hair over them, like that Kiolla of Tiella. We'd gladly

keep someone like Gunnlaug around.”

The savant jolted upright. A new offer. 

No. Respect the deal. Honor the orders.

“I-I'm afraid I cannot make that decision. However, I will convey your interest in 

such a deal to Susanin.”

The druid smiled a sick and tired smile. “Susanin,” she muttered as she wrenched 

the knife from the table, and began counting her ribs with the tip. “Her blizzards 

swallowed up the last few of my messengers. Did she tell you that? I'm done sending 

word to her with my people. She can send a few archers to stay with us, and I'll try to be 

on speaking terms again. Final offer, goat eating snow woman.”

“Don't be rude,” begged the warchief. “Susanin distrusts you for a reason.” The 

druid, clearly frustrated, slowly pulled the knife away from her chest and let it rest on 

the table. The boar-skulled tief passed a more gentle look at the witchling. “Go. 

Gunnlaug killed thirteen, contributed to nineteen. If that broker has his doubts, he will 

speak with me.”



Behind the witchling were Gaol savants, lounging around lit incense sticks. Some 

were even smoking them outright. Without a word, the witchling grabbed one and held it

to her mouth, breathing in the pleasant scent. She could not place the smell, but it didn't 

matter. The smoke combined with the simple sensation of having something to hold to 

her mouth and keep between her teeth was enough to mull the anxiety cuased by the 

conversation, and the witchling quickly left the longhouse.


